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Double transition metal MXenes with wide band gaps
and novel magnetic properties†

Weiwei Sun,a Yu Xie,a and Paul R. C. Kent a,b

Novel wide band gaps and magnetism in ordered titanium-vanadium, titanium-chromium, and
titanium-manganese carbide and nitride based MXenes are predicted using density functional
theory. Based on the recent synthesis of Ti centred double transition metal MXenes, we study
MXenes with a central Ti layer and different surface early 3d metals, and various terminations,
TiM2X2T (M=V, Cr, Mn; X=C, N; T=H, F, O, OH). While previously studied MXenes are strongly
metallic, we predict surface metal and termination dependent metal-insulator transitions in the
Cr-N and Mn-N series. A uniquely wide band gap over 1 eV is predicted for TiMn2N2F2 using the
HSE06 density functional while the unterminated TiMn2N2 remains metallic. The entire TiCr2C2T
series is predicted to be semiconducting. Distinct from the more common Ti-C MXenes, not all
combinations of metals and terminations are predicted to be stable. Within the examined sets
of materials, anti-ferromagnetic orders are generally most favorable. The new MXenes further
extend the range of properties accessible in this family of two-dimensional nanomaterials.

1 Introduction
The MXenes are two-dimensional (2D) transition metal carbides
and nitrides, which are excellent candidates for numerous energy
storage, energy conversion, catalysis, and device applications due
to their excellent stability, electrical conductivity and capacitive
and redox-based energy storage capacities1–6. More than 20 MX-
enes with different transition metals and numbers of atomic lay-
ers have been synthesized to-date3,7,8. These are primarily sin-
gle transition metal MXene carbides. Very recently, metallic 2D
nitrides such as Mo2N and W2N and V2N were synthesized by
novel methods9,10. However, compared to the better known car-
bides, the number of synthesized nitrides is small, and the range
of accessible properties and how they may differ from the car-
bides is not known. Ordered double transition metal MXenes
such as Mo2TiC2Tx, Mo2Ti2C3Tx, and Cr2TiC2Tx have also been
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predicted and synthesized.11–13 Their unique "sandwich" struc-
tures with both outer and inner metal layers gives a new route to
tuning MXene properties. The combination of both double metals
and mixed carbon-nitrides potentially greatly expands the range
of accessible properties and applications.

Computational studies on MXenes have expanded rapidly.14 Al-
though the most common MXenes such as Ti3C2 are metallic and
non-magnetic, a few MXenes have different electronic and mag-
netic structures. The Mn centered double transition metal MX-
enes have been investigated by Dong et al.15, and high magnetic
moments up to 4 µB/unit cell and high Curie temperatures up
to 1133 K were reported.The established investigations of mag-
netism of MXenes have focused on the single metal MXene. For
example, some display high electron population at the Fermi level
(ε f ), indicating a preference towards spin-polarization accord-
ing to the Stoner criteria. In the asymmetrically functionalized
Cr2C, a Néel temperature as high as 400 K has been predicted,
whose bipolar antiferromagnetic (AFM) state can be tuned into
half-metallic AFM by electron or hole doping.16 Si et al. have
predicted that unterminated Cr2C is a ferromagnetic (FM) half-
metal, whereas both FM and half-metallicity disappear with sur-
face terminations.17 Half-metallic Ti2NO2 and Cr2NO2 were pre-
dicted to have usually high magnetic moments and high Curie
temperatures (up to 9 µB/unit cell and 1877 K).18 Strain driven
metal-insulator and magnetic ordering transitions are predicted
in M2C MXenes.19. These results suggest that by exploiting a
wide compositional freedoms of the double metal MXenes, we
may reach additional novel magnetic, half-metallic, or insulating
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behaviors at zero strain and with readily experimentally achiev-
able surface terminations.

In this study, we focus on the group of Ti centered double tran-
sition metal MXenes (TiM2X2T)11 We consider surface metals M
of V, Cr, Mn and the anion sites X of C, N; and the four termi-
nations T of H, O, F, OH, and unterminated (bare) surfaces. On
the basis of this systematic study, the evolution of the structures,
magnetic orders, and electronic structure is computationally es-
tablished. We predict several materials with properties that are
not found in the single metal ion and carbide family of MXenes in-
cluding various magnetic orders, near half-metallicity, a semicon-
ducting bare MXene, and termination controlled metal-insulator
transitions.

2 Computational methods
Density functional theory (DFT) simulations are carried out using
the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP),20–22 within the
projector augmented wave (PAW)23,24 approach. Spin-polarized
DFT+U calculations were used for all calculations,25 using the
exchange-correlation functional parameterized by Perdew, Burke,
and Ernzerhof (PBE)26 and on-site Coulomb term U values for
Ti, V, Cr, and Mn of 0, 4.027, 4.028,29, 4.018 eV, respectively,
with a fixed exchange parameter J of 1.0 eV. The 3d and 4s states
were considered as the valence electronic configuration for Ti, V,
Cr and Mn with the frozen semi-core 3s and 3p states. For C
and N, the 2s and 2p states were treated as the valence states.
A cut-off energy of 550 eV was used in all calculations, and the
convergence criteria were set to be 10−7 eV for the total energy
and 1×10−2 eV/Å for forces. We simulated isolated MXene sheets
by including a 15 Å vacuum layer between neighboring images.
Brillouin zone integrations were performed using the Methfessel-
Paxton method30 with a width of 0.05 eV. We considered several
possible magnetic ground states including a ferromagnetic (FM)
and three anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) configurations. The tested
AFM configurations are shown in Fig. 1. All magnetic configu-
rations were simulated using a 2 × 1 supercell and 7×13×1 Γ

centered k-point meshes to obtain an energy convergence of 1
meV per atom. For computation of the density of states and other
ground state properties, a denser k mesh sampling by 13×19×1
grids was used at the fully relaxed geometry. The obtained favor-
able magnetic orders were double-checked within a 2×2 super-
cell, and detailed discussions were addressed in the supplemen-
tal information(SI) on the basis of Fig. S2. It can be concluded
that the currently adopted 2×1 supercell is sufficient for the ma-
jority of MXenes. The dynamical stabilities of all studied thirty
MXenes were examined using the finite displacement method im-
plemented in the PHONONPY software31. We used 2×4×1 su-
percells and 5×5×1 k-point meshes to manage overall computa-
tional cost. Only the Cr and Mn based MXenes, where there con-
tain several semiconductors attracting more interests have been
presented in the main text. The Vanadium based MXenes are re-
ported in SI Fig. S1 because of the fact that few stable structures
are stable.

Due to the uncertainties associated with the DFT+U method,
we also performed a limited number of Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof
(HSE06) hybrid functional32–34 calculations. Although signifi-

Fig. 1 The three studied AFM magnetic orders type I (a), II (b), and III
(c). The side view and the top view are respectively shown in the upper
and lower panels. Atom types are indicated by blue for Ti, black
(majority spin) and purple (minority spin) for surface metals, and brown
for either C or N (X), and red for terminations (T).

cantly more computationally expensive, hybrid functionals pro-
vide more reliable energetics and band gaps.32,35 As described
below, the TiCr2C2 and TiMn2N2 series are particularly interest-
ing, and we performed full geometric relaxation as well as elec-
tronic structure analysis with the hybrid functionals. Due to the
higher cost of the calculations, k-point grids were reduced to
4×4×1 Γ centered k-point meshes in structural optimization, and
dense 6×6×1 Γ meshed were used for electronic structure calcu-
lations. These were sufficient to converge the total energy to 10
meV.

3 Results

3.1 Dynamical stability

To ensure that the newly predicted MXenes are structurally sta-
ble, we first calculated the phonon density of states (PH-DOS), as
shown in Fig. 2. In contrast to the well-studied Ti-C based MX-
enes, several combinations were found to be dynamically unsta-
ble, displaying phonons at negative frequencies. In addition, five
out of thirty structures are absent because we were unable to con-
verge all necessary displacement calculations to self-consistency,
which we have also taken as an indication of structural instabil-
ity due to large changes in the electronic and/or magnetic struc-
ture. We also identify several materials with only slightly nega-
tive phonons, such as bare TiCr2N2 and TiMn2C2 and TiMn2C2F2.
These could potentially be stabilized, e.g., by applying strain, as
have been investigated and proven effective Mo2C.36 A reduc-
tion of systematic error in the phonon calculation through use of
larger supercells, or consideration of mixed termination, beyond
the scope of this study, could also result in stabilization. Given
these considerations, we find a total sixteen of (quasi) stable MX-
enes: the O terminated TiV2C2 (1); H and OH terminated TiV2N2

(2); the entire TiCr2C2 series (5), the bare, O, OH terminated
TiCr2N2 (3); the bare and F terminated TiMn2C2 (2); and the
bare, H, F terminated TiMn2N2 (3). The clearly unstable MXenes
are excluded in any discussions below.
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Fig. 2 Phonon density of states (PH-DOS) of MXenes of the series of
(a) TiCr2C2, (b) TiCr2N2, (c) TiMn2C2 and (d) TiMn2N2.

3.2 Composition dependent ground states
Since the central Ti layer is (nearly) non-spin polarized, surface
metals play the predominant role of determining the magnetic or-
der. In the double transition metal MXene structures, the surface
transition-metals are subject to an octahedral crystal field leading
to a two bands splitting, i.e. lower band t2g (dxy, dyz, and dxz)
and higher band eg (dx2−y2 and d2

z ). The trade off between crystal
field splitting (CFS) and the Hunds rule determines the electronic
occupation on 3d orbital, which counts the spin moment. There-
fore, different configurations of 3d orbitals in metals give rise to
distinct magnetic behaviors over the range of MXenes considered.
Full details of the favorable magnetic order for each composition
are given in Table S1.

The majority of MXenes are in AFM ground states, suggesting
that the surface metals are mainly in super-exchange, which is a
usually strong AFM coupling between two next-to-nearest neigh-
bor cations through a non-magnetic anion (Ti). Another potential
reason for the favorable AFM orders are when multiple types of
interactions co-exist, the AFM one is generally dominant. The FM
state is relatively rare and only found in F terminated TiMn2C2,
where the spin moment of 16.3 µB per cell is found and the spin
moment of each Mn site is about 4 µB. Note that such highly po-
larized MXenes are scarcely reported. Overall, the AFM coupling
is the predominant magnetic interaction in studied MXenes, and
the preferred magnetic order is composition and surface termina-
tion dependent.

As discussed earlier, varying the surface metals can vary the
configuration of d orbitals. Externally, different functional groups
or surface terminations can also modify the electronic and mag-
netic structure. The calculated spin moments for different ter-
minations are shown in Fig. 3 (a). Note that the spin-polarized
ions are surface metals and the central Ti ions are comparatively
inert. Taking TiCr2N2 for example, it has been determined that
Ti atoms are (nearly) non-spin polarized indicating that Ti has
probably donated two electrons to N to diminish the unpaired
electrons, leaving a valence configuration of [Ar]d2, in which the
inert Ti atoms can be realized. This also implies that each N atom
has a capability to accept two electrons from Cr leading it to a
valence configuration of [Ar]d4. According to the Hunds rule the
Cr should have 4µB for a maximum moment. Fig. 3 (a) shows
that Cr spin moment is about 3.5 µB, close to the predicted value.
Following this simple model, from V to Cr and ending up with
Mn, and from C to N, the spin moments are expected to increase,
and remarkably the trend is in a good agreement with the ab
initio calculations in Fig 3 (a). Turning to the terminated MX-
enes, considerable changes occur after the chemical absorption of
the terminations on the MXene surfaces. Following Hunds rule,
the calculated spin moments shown in Fig. 3 (a) are in the line
with these predictions but with some reductions. For the stable
O terminated MXenes, O termination always suppresses the spin
moment in the two series of Cr based MXenes compared with
other limited number of terminated structures, clearly visible as
the dip in Fig. 3 (a). We can deduce that O atoms with the oxi-
dation states of -2 have a strong capability of attracting electrons
from surface metal atoms, whose d electrons are reduced with
the oxidation, and accordingly in turn reduce the maximum µs of
surface metal atoms. Therefore, a steady increase of spin moment
is realized by replacing with heavier cation or anion elements of
MXenes, and the O termination is much likely to suppress the
magnitude of spin-polarization of MXenes.
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Fig. 3 The bare (B) and termination dependent (H, O, F, OH) (a) spin
moments of surface metals (µS), (b) the DOS at the Fermi energy N(ε f ),
and (c) band gaps of TiCr2C2 and TiMn2N2 series calculated in DFT+U
(marked as dashed lines) and HSE06 (marked as solid lines)
functionals. The lines are guide to the eye only.

Proceeding to the plot of DOS(ε f ), we now characterize the
metallicity of all the stable MXenes. Surprisingly, the entire series
of TiCr2C2 is found to be semiconducting. The V based MXenes
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all display low DOS(ε f ) implying they are poor metals. For the
Cr-N series, the TiCr2N2(OH)2 is found to be semiconducting. For
the two stable Mn based carbides, both are metallic, while for the
nitrides, both the F and OH terminated materials become semi-
conducting, in contrast to their metallic state when bare. The
terminations play a strong and effective role is turning many of
the bare metallic MXenes to semiconductors. Surprisingly we also
discover one semiconducting bare MXenes-TiCr2C2, which is the
first non-metallic bare MXene, to our knowledge.

For the semiconducting MXenes, the evolution of band gaps
of TiCr2C2 and TiMn2N2 series are shown in Fig. 3 (c). Most
uniquely, there is one bare MXene that is semiconducting, and
there are many terminated MXenes with a sizable band gap. Data
for both DFT+U and HSE06 are presented. Note that our HSE06
calculations we performed with full structural relaxation because
we found that static calculations using DFT+U structures were as-
sociated with residual pressures of order 1 GPa and also residual
forces of about 0.5 eV/Å.

We should point out that the bare TiCr2C2 is a semiconductor
with a gap of 0.1 eV (DFT+U) and 0.4 eV (HSE06). The ter-
minated MXenes are also semiconductors with wider band gap
values ranging from 0.1 to 1.3 eV (DFT+U) and 0.4 to 1.9 eV
(HSE06). Yang et al. have studied Cr2M’C2T2(M’=Ti or V; T=O,
OH, F) and showed that the AFM orders are more favorable in
the Cr2TiC2 series by calculating electronic structure with hybrid
functionals using PBE+U relaxed structures.37

It is worth noting that TiCr2C2 remains gapped in HSE06. All
the previously computed DFT+U band gap values are enhanced
in HSE06, which illustrates that the semiconducting behavior is
robust. In the TiMn2N2 series, the termination dependent metal-
insulator transition is also reproduced in HSE06. The only signif-
icant disagreement between DFT+U (with our chosen U values)
and HSE06 takes place on H and O terminated TiMn2N2. Clearly
empirical tuning of the DFT+U functional could bring about im-
proved agreement if desired. Overall, the qualitative prediction
of MXenes with significant band gaps are highly consistent be-
tween the two methods. Interestingly, the predicted band gaps
extend into the optical spectrum, suggesting new applications for
MXenes provided suitable carriers can be injected.

4 Discussion

4.1 Semiconducting MXenes

MXenes are well known to be excellent conductors, but as shown
in Fig. 3, several semiconducting MXenes are identified, in par-
ticular, the bare TiCr2C2. By varying the surface metal or an-
ion elements, we are able to compare the electronic structure
of TiCr2C2 (semiconductor), TiCr2N2(metallic solution with one
more 2p electron on the anion site than TiCr2C2) and TiMn2C2

(metallic solution with one more 3d electron on the surface metal
than TiCr2C2) shown in Fig. 4(a-c) to unravel the origin of the
fomation of the semiconducting TiCr2C2. It is clear that the chem-
ical variation on either site will turn it to metal. On the basis of
the DOS plot, the key consequences of TiCr2C2showing semicon-
ducting nature are summarized as: (i) It has been well accepted
that in both bulk TiC and Ti based MXenes, a valley-like DOS in

the vicinity of ε f is formed38,39, and this feature is maintained
in TiCr2N2 and TiMn2C2 which makes the two structures metal-
lic; (ii) the stronger bonding and anti-bonding states of Ti(3d)-
C(2p) are more pronounced in TiCr2C2 than those in other MX-
enes, which strengthens the band splitting and helps form a band
gap. Based on these findings, the presence of insulating solutions
is attributed to the strong splitting of the central layer Ti-X inter-
actions, as the surface metal states are (almost) semiconducting.

In addition to the intrinsically semiconducting TiCr2C2, we
also found termination induced metal-insulator transitions in the
TiCr2N2 and TiMn2N2 series. In the former, the introduced OH
termination opens up a band gap of 0.5 eV (DFT+U), and in the
latter, greater band gap of 1.2 eV (DFT+U) can be achieved by
adding F termination shown in Fig. 4(d, f). To uncover the origin
of metal-insulator transitions, we first characterize the termina-
tion induced changes by differentiating DOS of both bare and
terminated MXenes and more importantly propose the principles
of metal-insulator transition. For all three bare MXenes (see Fig.
4(b,c,e)), DOS of surface M layers are always in the low DOS
at ε f , and the metallic feature is mostly introduced by the cen-
tral Ti-X layer. The bare TiCr2N2 and TiMn2N2 both have low
DOS at ε f , indicating these bare MXenes are poor metals, but
for the two bare Mn based MXenes, there are small hump de-
rived by Ti-3d states that differs from the "valley" DOS observed
in the Cr based MXenes. Terminations can directly strengthen the
surface M-3d orbital splitting and open up a gap in the surface
M-T layer, while regarding the central Ti-N layer, the termina-
tion introduced effects are case dependent. One can deduce that
TiCr2N2(OH)2 is weakly modified by functionalizing terminations
from Fig. 4(d), conversely a strong perturbation has been embed-
ded into TiMn2N2F2 (f), where now a stronger hybridization be-
tween N and Mn is present. Therefore, terminations can reduce
the already low DOS at ε f of the surface layer, and leads surface
M layer and N to a stronger interaction, which simultaneously
regulates the Ti-3d states. The band structure of TiCr2N2(OH)2,
TiMn2N2F2 are also calculated and discussed in SI. Fig. S4. The
factors discussed above together support the 3d-2p hybridization
and further strengthen the splitting in both central and surface
layers, which eventually results in the metal-insulator transition.

For the emerging semiconducting MXenes, there are a few
structures exhibiting band gap values larger than 1 eV, which can
be potentially used in the renewable energy generation, distri-
bution and storage. Via analyzing the orbital decomposed DOS,
we are able to give insights into the feature of the newly discov-
ered semiconductors, e.g. Mott or charge-transfer insulator, and
also provide the leading excitation mechanism. The M-3d states
are both dominating in the band edges of the surface layer, and
the leading N-2p (in the valence band) to Ti-3d (in the conduc-
tion band) excitation is present for the central layer. The selected
two semiconducting MXenes are therefore charge-transfer semi-
conductors, and the layer dependent as well as inter-atomic band
edge derived excitations are worthy of performing in-depth inves-
tigations for novel optical properties.
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Fig. 4 The orbital projected DOS of (a) TiCr2C2, (b) TiCr2N2, (c) TiMn2C2, (d) TiCr2N2(OH)2, (e) TiMn2N2, and (f) TiMn2N2F2. On the top panel, the
DOS of surface metal M-3d colored in red is presented; on the middle panel, the central Ti-3d and the X-2p states (X=C/N) colored in blue and orange
are displayed respectively; and on the bottom, the total DOS colored in black is plotted. All plots are aligned with ε f at 0 eV.

4.2 Magnetic interactions

The magnetic interactions of double metal MXenes differs should
differ from the well-known M2X MXenes due to the distinct co-
ordination of the atoms. To analyze the exchange couplings and
energies we use a Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian:

• EFM=E0-(6J1+3J2+3J3)|S|2

• EAFM−I=E0-(6J1-3J2-3J3)|S|2

• EAFM−II=E0-(-2J1+J2-3J3)|S|2

• EAFM−III=E0-(-2J1-J2+3J3)|S|2

where J1, J2, J3 are the exchange interactions between the first
nearest neighbors (NN), the second NN, the third NN. For the con-
sidered four possible magnetic ground states: FM, AFM-I, AFM-
II, and AFM-III shown in Fig. 1. With the above spin Hamilto-
nian, one can easily calculate the magnetic exchange parameters
that can be used to estimate the Ńeel/Curie temperature and/or
further to perform spin dynamics. One stable near half-metal
ferromagnetic TiMn2C2F2 is identified, and the electronic struc-
ture can be found in Fig. S2. The near half-metallic ferromag-
netic TiMn2C2F2 has a lowering of energy of 0.357, 0.532, 0.682
eV with respect to the AFM-I, II, III configurations. The mag-
netic interaction parameters Ji j from the nearest to the farthest
are respectively 4.449, 5.332, and 0.322 meV, which indicates a
Curie temperature of 637 K in the mean-filed approximation of
2
3 S(S+1)∑i6=0 J0i/kB

40.

While theoretical studies usually focus on single terminations,
in reality, and with current synthesis techniques, a variety of com-
binations are often measured41. To assess whether the novel pre-
dicted properties may be maintained with mixed terminations,
we considered the two semiconducting TiCr2C2 and TiMn2N2 se-
ries functionalized by combinations of O and F, O and OH are
used. Due to the use of finite supercells, the mixed terminations
are necessarily ordered. All DOS of bi-termination functional-
ized MXenes are plotted in Fig. S3 (b). TiCr2C2O(OH) is metal-
lic, and TiCr2C2OF is a half-metal; while both TiMn2N2OF and
TiMn2N2O(OH) are half-metallic. This demonstrates that addi-
tional studies and considerations of mixed terminations are war-
ranted, as are methods to prepare and characterize MXenes with
desired terminations.

5 Conclusions
Double transition metal MXenes with a Ti central layer and var-
ious surface metal and cationic layers have been investigated by
means of density functional theory. The terminations and differ-
ent cationic configurations lead to diverse magnetic orders, and
properties distinct from the well-studied single transition metal
carbides. Oxygen terminations lead MXenes to least spin mo-
ment, while a stronger crystal field splitting with the hydrogen
termination reduces the magnitude of polarization. An intrin-
sic semiconducting MXene TiCr2C2 is discovered and character-
ized with a band gap of 0.1 eV (DFT+U) or 0.4 eV (HSE). With
appropriate surface termination, several metallic MXenes can be
made semiconducting, such as TiMn2N2, where a uniquely large
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gap for TiMn2N2F2 of 1.1 eV (DFT+U) or 1.9 eV (HSE06) is
predicted. The termination induced metal-insulator transition in
MXenes suggests possible sensing and device applications. The
newly predicted MXenes significantly extend the range of prop-
erties achievable in this family of materials, and we encourage
experimental studies.
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